
Topics of Discussion - Executive Functioning Presentation 

What is EF and Why do we need it?  

Foundational Skills - developmentally appropriate through the ages - 
progression of skills - sensory, communication, cognitive (learn, play 
and socialize - emotional and self regulation)
What kind of things can we do to support at home and at school?  

Advanced Skills - skills developed through middle and high 
school - task initiation, prioritization, organization, etc… 
What kind of things can we do to support at home and at school? 

Creating habits/Strategies/Supports

SEL and Resources 







What is Executive Functioning? 
Think about an air traffic control system but in the brain. It’s a set of cognitive 
processes that are necessary for self-control.

People use executive functioning to perform activities like planning, 
organizing, strategizing, paying attention to and remembering details and 
managing time and space.







● Children aren’t born with these skills.
● They are born with the potential to develop them. 
● Some children may need more support than others to develop these 

skills.
● Middle school is when many of our students start to apply their learned 

EF skills to academics. This is a process. 
● It may feel uncomfortable, but failure is an opportunity to learn 
● The long-term goal is to support our children in understanding their needs 

and solving problems independently.

                                                              It will be okay.

Why are we here?



What’s expected: 

● Basic self-control 
(street safety, labels own emotions)

● Understands patterns, can sort
● Plays active games (musical chairs, tag, freeze dance)

Strategies to support:

● Hiding Games
● Imitation
● Conversations
● Sing Songs (with fingerplay)

Ages 0-3 Years



What’s expected: 

● Self care tasks (washing hands, brushing hair)
● Identifying and responding to other’s emotions
● Putting toys, shoes, laundry in correct spots after using
● Directing and accepting play ideas, talks about feelings

Strategies to support: 

● Play - interactive AND independent
● Imaginative
● Involve in chores and daily tasks like cooking
● Set time limits

Preschool to Kindergarten



What’s expected: 

● Organizing (bookbags, lunch, materials)
● Cooperative peer work (sharing, taking 

turns, listening)
● Demonstrating independence, attention 

to task (~20 mins), following task lists
● Participating in social activities, sports, 

or clubs
● Controls tantrums and frustrations

Strategies to support: 

● Provide time for organization during the 
day

● Create and post routines - daily, weekly, 
and/or monthly

● Use organizational apps
● Teach deficient skills - everybody 

(including you) is human

Elementary School



Middle School 
What’s expected: 

● Attention to task (30+ mins), can identify problems (academic or social)
● Follow a plan to meet a goal
● Understanding feelings, including empathy; can reflect on emotions
● Able to save money for desired objects

Strategies to support:

● Help your student send emails to teachers or coaches when they need help or are 
out sick or on travel

● Planning out a weekly schedule
● Organizing materials - school materials, lunch, extracurricular activities
● Create a workspace at home



Working Memory: The ability to hold information in memory while performing complex 
tasks. 

Students are developing: An ability to remember expectations of multiple teachers, 
assignments, and may follow multi-step directions 

Planning and Organizing: The ability to determine goals and priorities and to assess the 
actions, time and resources needed to achieve those goals.

Students are developing: An ability to formulate a plan to complete an assignment 
and locate materials needed to do so. 

Middle School- Thinking



Focusing and Sustaining Attention: 

The capacity to keep paying attention to a situation or task in spite of 
distractibility, boredom, or fatigue. 

Students are developing: the skills to complete a chore or homework 
even when things are happening around them. Some students can start 
an assignment without being hassled, while others need adult follow-up. 

Middle School–Thinking



Impulse control: 

The ability to stop and think 
before doing something

Students are developing: counting to 
three before saying what is on our mind. 
Taking our time to complete our work 
and consider all options.

Thinking about 
consequences 
before doing 
something. 

Middle School - Doing

Flexibility:

The ability to change strategies or revise 
plans when conditions change

Students are developing: being able to 
“go with the flow” and adjust fairly easily to 
a change of plans. Ability to brainstorm a 
Plan B. Students should be able to handle 
unexpected changes in their routine or 
move away from preferred activities 
without being overtaken with 
disappointment or irritability. 



Middle School- Doing

Self-monitoring: the ability to monitor and evaluate your own performance

Students are developing: awareness of the approaches we’re using to 
complete assignments; recognize when we’re “stuck” and need to shift to a 
different approach to complete work; checking work independently. Spot 
errors in work and identify short-term goals. 

Task initiation: the ability to notice when it is time to get started and start 
without procrastinating

Students are developing: establishing a set start day & time for 
non-preferred tasks, breaking tasks into smaller steps and writing them 
down, making the first step being the least demanding, identifying a reward 
for when you complete the task



Emotional Control: 

The ability to regulate emotional responses 

Students are developing: While teenagers are more susceptible to heightened 
emotional intensity, most teens should be able to manage unpleasant emotions and 
even generate positive feelings in an attempt to overcome obstacles. Support by 
teaching your child how to label emotions, ask them to predict what will happen and 
how they will handle it, mindfulness meditation techniques or coping strategies that 
work for your child.

Middle School- Feeling



Meet Josh

















Make an agreement
with your child
about the plan

to support Executive Functions!



● Gradually increase involvement and responsibility.
● Getting ready lists (ie a sport practice/game, packing a suitcase for a 

trip)
● List of things they need by the front door.
● This may require a parent or guardian to sit with new 6th graders 

every night to review agenda and make sure they are aware of 
assignments. As the first quarter progresses, and students begin to 
understand expectations, less and less time should be required. 

Start To “Scaffold” Independence



Make A Plan for Homework

● Same time every night

● Have a dedicated work space

● Parents have a plan for checking for missing work- not 
necessarily every day but at least weekly

● Checklists can help with staying organized and time 
management

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14FfGGocjj4ftAQIhs7BN3_E9Fhm8W6Y1/view?usp=sharing


Consider a one binder system 

for Middle School: 

● Students have one binder (3 inch) with tabs for each class.
● Agendas and pencil pouches can be held in the binder. 
● Students carry this one binder with them everyday. 

The binder may have to be replaced about 
midway through the year as they fall apart 
from use. 

“One Binder System” 



● Model prosocial problem solving
● Discuss and teach strategies like grounding, deep breathing 

techniques, positive self-talk
● Talk to your children about boundaries

Social Emotional Learning (SEL)

A little bit of stress is okay - this teaches 
our kids how to work through that. It also 
offers our students the chance to build self 
confidence as they manage unpleasant 
emotions. 
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